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Prof. Boris Kolkovski was born on 22 April 1932 in
the Rhodopian village Chakmanovo, near of the town
of Smolyan. In 1957 he graduated from a Geology
course in the Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski”. Since 1960 he has worked as an assistant at the
“Mineralogy, Petrology and Economic Geology” department of the “Geology and Geography” faculty
of the University. In 1971 he became a reader and in
1994 — Professor. Since then he has lectured on the
topic “Ore-forming Processes” and “Geochemistry”.
He studied the mineralogical structure, the geochemistry and the genesis of the polymetallic ore deposits
in the Rhodopes Mountain and the Eastern Srednogorie. His scientific legacy is composed of more
than 90 publications in specialized journals and reports for Bulgarian and international forums. He has
discovered the new for the science mineral orpheite
and the new for Bulgaria minerals and varieties:
heteromorphite, pyromorphite, develin, corkite and

Fig. 1. “Two of the samples used in the wulphenite’s article are
located at window display 69. One of the samples comes from
the Borski dol and the other sample comes from the Konski
dol” (B. Kolkovski)

others. The holotype of the orpheite and samples,
examined by Prof. Kolkovski, are preserved in the
Mineralogy, Petrology and Valuable Materials Museum at Sofia University. A large portion of his publications are based on these samples. In the record of
the museum are described 63 samples of the “Minerals” fund and 23 of the “Valuable Materials” fund
from Bulgarian and foreign deposits. These samples
lay the foundations of the historic and scientific collection “Prof. Boris Kolkovski”, and many others,
collected and studied by the professor and his students are waiting to be processed by the museum.
The collection’s samples from the depleted supergenic area of the polymetallic deposits in the
Rhodopes Mountain stand out with a particular
museum and scientific value. In a lot of articles prof.
Kolkovski has examined the crystallography, the association and the succession of the precipitation of
supergenic mineralization in these deposits. The used

Fig. 2. Old label
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samples are with preserved original descriptions
(Fig. 1), labels (Fig. 2, 3) and all kind of analyses.
The most noticeable samples from the collection
are shown in the permanent expositions. The value of
these samples is intransient — with the development of
new methods for mineralogical examinations new data
can be obtained for their structure, morphology, genesis and succession. The samples of the collection are
organized and ready for examinations by students and
anyone who is interested in the challenging Rhodopian minerals. This collection gives opportunity for the
new generation of geologists to get familiar with the
scientific achievements of Prof. Kolkovski and to continue the development of his ideas.
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Fig. 3. Powder sample of orpheite with original inscription

